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What was the first antique you ever acquired?

My first proper antique was an 18th-century oak corner

cupboard I spotted in a saleroom. My parents bought it

secretly and had it restored for my 18th birthday present.

Then the floodgates opened….

Why, and when, did you start in the business?

My dad owned an auction business selling chattels, and later

vintage and classic cars, so you could say it was in the blood.

I grew up rummaging in boxes at the saleroom and jumping

into classic E-types. I was fascinated by antiques, whether it

was furniture, jewellery or had wheels. When I was a bit

older I was allowed to sell the last five lots of the sale with

my dad kicking me under the rostrum if I was about to miss

a bid.  After I graduated from Oxford in 1996 I started at my

local auction house in Herefordshire. I worked my way up

from work experience to become the first lady auctioneer

and shareholder.

Who influenced you most when you started?

When it comes to actual auctioneering that would be my

dad. But also the many tips and advice from colleagues and

dealers who visited the saleroom has stayed with me. One

particular regular, who had a gallery in Mayfair, once took me

to one side and said: “It’s only when you have seen the best

that you can evaluate everything else.” He was right.

What piece would you still most like to find?

Oh so many! Another Fabergé egg maybe…

Best buy and biggest mistake?

Well, I don’t deal, except to make a

profit for charity on TV, but one of

the first gems I discovered on a

valuation was a Victorian silver and

enameled teapot by Christopher

Dresser. I was newly qualified and it

tipped up on a farmhouse kitchen

table on a routine valuation. It made

£24,000. On the other hand, I once

bought a Loius Vuitton trunk at

auction without doing my research

first. It wasn’t a great example (my

husband thought it looked like a coffin). Luckily a Chelsea

dealer took pity on me and got me out of trouble, with a

small profit.

What do you like most about today’s antiques business?

Still the thrill of the chase; you never know exactly what you

are going to find, even behind the most unassuming door.

When I started in the business, farm sales were common in

rural Herefordshire, with no online catalogue! The internet

has revolutionised the business but there is still nothing like

an old-fashioned farm sale – they still happen sometimes in

the sticks.

What do you dislike most about today’s antiques business?

For me, I could do with a little less travelling, (particularly

with a young family) but it comes with the territory.

Do you attend fairs, if so which?

Lots, all over the country, particularly when I am filming. One

of my favourites is on my doorstop at Builth Wells.

What is the reference book you couldn’t live without?

I have quite a few. But it’s my old catalogues and yearly reviews

from the London houses that I still treasure, for reference. 

What is your favourite non-

antiques activity?

Picnicking in my 1955 landrover on

the Black Mountains with my family

would definitely be in the top three.

What single thing would improve

the quality of your life?

I can’t complain, but a private

helicopter would help with travelling!

Kate Bliss regularly appears as antiques expert on BBC’s Bargain Hunt

and Flog It! and is a  presenter on BBC’s Put Your Money Where Your

Mouth Is. She combines regular television appearances with running

her own fine art valuation business. 

PROFILE
Antique Collecting goes behind the scenes with experts from

the world of antiques and fine art

A teapot by Chris Dresser similar to Kate’s best-ever find

ADVERTISING RATES 

& SPECIFICATIONS

“The UK’s longest running and most highly respected magazine 

devoted to collecting antiques, fine art and decorative arts”

“Antique Collecting included a 

wonderfully well-written and illustrated 

article on Harrach glass. At the time 

I was struggling with an appraisal 

and it proved invaluable.  

Every article is well written and 

researched with good illustrations and 

covers a wide variety of subjects.”

Beverly Morris

Antiques dealer & valuer

Dallas, USA

Founded in 1966, Antique Collecting is the largest antiques magazine in the UK. 

Published monthly* it provides the most comprehensive range of essential articles and informative features

on the fine and decorative arts, antiques and collectables on the market. 

For thousands of antique lovers worldwide it is the ultimate reference guide.

*The summer issue combines July and August and the Christmas

issue combines November and December



Antique Collecting covers wide-ranging subjects written by experts -

making us the ‘go to’ source for industry news 
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News and views
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Expert articles and opinions
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Clock’s ticking
For seasoned watch lovers the value andimportance of the Patek Philippe Super -complication may be obvious. But how isit possible to explain why a 74mm pocketwatch can command up to £10million?Like most things in the auction world,the answer goes back to rarity, prestige,quality, and technique. Production objects(those which have been once available fornormal retail sale) rarely realise the samevalues as be spoke or custom creations.This holds true in the art and automobileauction worlds, and it holds true fortimepieces. A quick survey of the best-performing wrist and pocket watches ofall time proves that collectors prefer itemsmade especially for particular collectors,or select clients. The message seems to bethat collectors today appear mostcomfortable with items produced for thecollectors of yesterday. 

A Graves affair
In 1925 Patek Philippe was commissionedby the prominent New York banker HenryGraves to produce the most complicated

watch in the world. Graves was already aprominent collector of Patek Philippe andthe Supercomplica tion was intended tooutdo his watch-collecting rival, the carmagnate James Ward Packard.
Graves’ mandate came at a time whenthe mechanical technology of post-

industrial America and Europe was fastadvancing in a range of areas. But, unlika car, plane, or ship, a watch didn’trequire heavy machinery. It did, however,require an unparalleled amountoprecision engineering, effort andresearch. 
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IT WAS DECEMBER 1999 when Sotheby’ssmashed its own estimate of $5million(£3million) for the ‘Holy Grail’ oftimepieces – the Henry GravesSupercomplication, dubbed ‘the mostimportant watch in the world’. At thefinal hammer the pocket watch, whichtook three years of research and twoyears of painstaking craftsmanship tocreate, went for a record-breaking (and

still unbeaten) $11,002,500 (£6.8million).The buyer was Sheikh Saud BinMohammed Bin Ali Al-Thani, a renownedaficionado, with a voracious appetite forcollecting anything from timepieces toancient currency. His name was kept asecret until 2012 when the Sheikhoffered the watch back to Sotheby’s aspart of a larger settlement to repay debtsto the auction house totaling $42 million.

Sotheby’s waited until 2014 – the175th anniversary of the iconic PatekPhilippe brand – to put the Supercompli -ca tion, just 74mm in diameter andweighing 540g, back on the market.It is likely to prove a canny move.Since 1999 the watch auction markethas, among other things, matured. Notonly are more people familiar with manyof the ‘famous’ watches that haveyielded million pound-plus prices atauction, but the world now containsmore dedicated watch collectors than adecade ago. With that in mind, someestimates have suggested that thismonth the Patek Philippe Super -complication could reach a price of$17million (£10million) or more atauction. 

Complicated market
In many ways the recent history of theSupercomplication is just as interestingas its original story. Its staggering value,incomprehensible to non-collectors,reveals exactly what it is that theserious collector is most concernedabout when judging a timepiece. Rare Patek Philippe timepiecesperform well at auction overall, and theoutcome of the sale of the Supercompli -cation will be directly judged as ameasure of the health of the raretimepiece market. If the pocket watchperforms poorly then it will reflectnegatively on the watch auction marketoverall. If it vastly exceeds the estimate itcould potentially cause a bubble. Tim Bourne, Sotheby’s worldwidehead of watches, said: “The list ofsuperlatives which can be attached tothis icon of the 20th century isextraordinary. Indisputably the ‘HolyGrail’ of watches, it combines theRenaissance ideal of the unity ofbeauty and craftsmanship with theapogee of science. Our offering of thishorological work of art in 1999 wasunquestionably the highlight of ourprofessional careers and set a worldrecord which has held until today. Weare extremely privileged to be offeringit once again.”

Time Will Tell
This month the Henry Graves Supercomplication, made by Patek Philippe, is

expected to make close to £10million at Sotheby’s, Geneva. Horological expert
Ariel Adamsexplores the extraordinary history of the world’s most expensive watch 

What it does:
The features of the Supercomplication cover three main areas; indication  
time, measurement of time and calendar or astronomical indications.  Wit  
complications and a movement that contains more than 900 individually ha
made and finished parts, the Supercomplication remained unsurpassed in
complexity until 1989, when Patek made its 33-complication Calibre 89 to
celebrate the company’s 150th anniversary.Despite the fact it was dethroned as the world’s most complicated poc
watch, it remains an incredibly impressive mechanical device in complexi  
execution. Among the most challenging elements of producing a highly-
complicated timepiece is identifying clear ways of indicating all its in  

With so much information the Supercomplication needed to use both sides 
the case for display. Today, double-sided watches are no longer that uncomm
given the space requirements needed to display data. What is also remarkab
about the Supercomplication are the sheer number of levers and adjusters a
the case which are used to set or activate many of the movement’s features  

The Supercomplication with its letter of authentication dated 1933Patek Philippe’s Calibre 89 watch which, with its 33 complica
dethroned the Supercomplication in 1989

The Henry Graves Supercomplication, by Patek Philippe, no. 198385. Started in 1928, it was completed

in 1932 and delivered on January 19, 1933

IT’S MORE THAN 25 YE
ARS since I held

my first specialised
 sale of garden

statuary under Sothe
by’s auspices in

Billingshurst, West 
Sussex in 1986. It’s

been a fascinating r
ollercoaster of a ri

de,

observing changing f
ashions and trends,

but it’s worth refle
cting on how much

the market has chang
ed even in the last

few years. Perhaps t
he biggest change is

the increased intere
st in contemporary

sculpture, often at 
the expense of the

Victorian pieces. No
t unsurprisingly thi

s

is mirrored in the r
est of the antiques

market and even a cu
rsory glance at the

estate agent ‘glossi
es’ reveal that, sad

ly,

the minimalistic pre
ference for the

contemporary is with
 us for the

immediate future. My
 own feeling is

that because we are 
now constantly

bombarded with email
s, the Internet

and a whole raft of 
social media

platforms, the infor
mation overload

unconsciously manife
sts itself in a visu

al

yearning for simpler
 lines. 

Good urn-er 

This doesn’t mean th
at the market for

antiques is dead, bu
t rather that the

gap between the ‘bes
t and the rest’ is

getting wider. The m
arket in garden

statuary has always 
been broad, both in

content and in age; 
indeed at Summers

Place Auctions we pr
oudly claim to sell

from ‘Rome to chrome
’. This was amply

demonstrated recentl
y when we sold a

fragmentary marble u
rn discovered in

bits scattered aroun
d a north London

garden, after which 
we reunited it with

an Imperial 1st cent
ury Roman marble

altar base in the sa
me garden

completely covered i
n ivy. After some

research and restora
tion, we were able

to attribute the urn
 to the greatest of

the 18th century Ita
lian antiquaries,

Giovanni Battista Pi
ranesi and that it

had been bought by R
andolph Hearst’s

agent (figure 1, abo
ve). It was

the stock market cra
sh of 1929

that had prevented i
t being

shipped off to Hears
t’s fantasy

castle in San Simeon
,

California. The owne
r’s initial

expectations of a fe
w hundred pounds

were well exceeded w
hen it fetched

over £160,000. Howev
er it is well worth

pointing out that ha
d it been in good

indoor condition, a 
seven figure sum

would not have been 
inconceivable. It’s

gratifying to know, 
contrary to popular

opinion in the trade
, that all the good

things have been sol
d and/or are now

in captivity, there 
are still some

undiscovered treasur
es out there.

Big head

At the other end of t
he time spectrum but

no less iconic was a 
4ft high bronze head

by Dame Elisabeth Fri
nk (main picture

opposite). Commission
ed in 1986 as one

of the Desert Quartetseri
es, it had been a

gift from the sculpto
r to the vendor and

had been patinated a 
whitish colour by

Frink herself to comp
lement the rolling

chalk downs surroundi
ng the owner’s

house in Wiltshire. O
ver twenty years the

patina had mellowed t
o a glorious

greenish white, which
 together with the

provenance propelled 
it in October 2012

to a then world recor
d auction price of

£180,000. Given the i
ncreasing interest i

modern British sculpt
ure, this price woul

now be comfortably ex
ceeded, even in

the two years since i
t was sold. 

Benchmark

Neither of these two 
pieces are typical o

the more traditional 
antique ornament

associated with garde
ns, so it’s worth a

detailed look at one 
of the mainstays of

every Victorian garde
n, namely cast iron

seats and in particul
ar, those produced b

the Coalbrookdale fou
ndry in Ironbridge,

Shropshire. Its 1875 
catalogue lists more

than 50 different pat
terns, which were

offered in green, or,
 surprisingly chocol

brown paint finishes 
as well as a ‘bronze

finish. Also on offer
 was a choice of sea

slats in oak or cast 
iron. This last choi

was deemed appropriat
e for export to

India and other colon
ies in Great Britain

burgeoning empire whe
re the slats

wouldn’t be susceptib
le to termites. Thes

were made in a variet
y of different

patterns, mostly inco
rporating natural

foliate and flower mo
tifs, perhaps as a

John Ruskin inspired 
“return to nature”

reaction against the 
industrialised mass

production of the day
, although ironicall

they were manufacture
d in exactly the

sort of sweat shop fo
undry conditions

which Ruskin abhorred
. Around

the turn of the mille
nnium these

seats were fetching a
stronomical

sums culminating in a
 record

breaking £36,800 for 
a Medallion

pattern seat in May 2
000. 

I remember writing an
 article

for this magazine not
 long after

this speculating that
 the bottom

was going to fall out
 of the seat

market and inevitably
 it did. This

was largely as a resu
lt of fakers

taking moulds from ex
isting

seats and producing c
opies

which reproduced foun
dry

marks (see page 44 ‘I
s it real?),

but to the expert eye
, lacked the

quality of finish of 
the Victorian
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The Natural Look
Garden antiques expe

rt James Rylands takes a look

at the changing face
 of the statuary mar

ket and highlights a
reas

where value can stil
l be found

Opposite. Desert Quartet IVby Dame

Elisabeth Frink, 122
cms, 48ins high,

£180,000.

Above: Figure 1. A 1
st century AD

Roman marble altar, 
surmounted by a

marble urn recarved 
in the 18th

century from an Augu
stan column

capital by Piranesi,
 £160,000.

Right: Figure 2. One
 of a pair of

Coalbrookdale horse 
chestnut pattern

cast iron seats, c.1
870. £28,600.
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I HAVE BEEN COLLECTING items relating
to racket sports including lawn tennis,
table tennis, badminton and squash for
more than 50 years from which time,
without even resorting to e-Bay, I have
amassed a huge collection, mostly from
the 1870s to the 1930s. Sometimes the
items seem almost destined to come to
me and once in my possession I set
about researching their history, which is
often just as exciting as the discovery.

Tennis ‘Stradivarius’ 
Some years ago, I was in London visiting
the Camden Passage Antiques Market
and bumped into a fellow member of the
Tennis Collectors’ Society. We soon
spotted a heavy, mahogany tennis racket
press with brass fittings on an outside
stall. The price was very modest and the
dealer clearly had no idea of tennis

values, particularly for items made by
Thomas Tate, ‘the Stradivarius of
racket-makers’. We tossed for it and,
luckily, I won. The free-standing press,
the type seen at country estates around
1900 allowed players to select a racket
(from a choice of four). Properly
described in a sporting auction, this press
might well make £200 today, (figure 1,
overleaf).

I used to keep in regular touch with a
nearby auction where sporting items
often turned up. It was here that I spotted

‘Lot 43, a 19th century wrought-iron
games bench’. I paid £150 and later saw
it described in Alistair Morris’ Antiques
from the Garden, (published by the
Antique Collectors’ Club, 1996) as: ‘A
wrought-iron games seat with plain
slatted back, the legs with wheels at
one end, joined by stretchers. Hinged

footrest on paw supports.’ I have never
seen one on a lawn tennis court though
there is no doubt it would look at
home courtside; the wheels mean it
would be easy to move to a shadier
part of the garden when the sun
became too hot. When our garden was
featured in Celebrity Antiques Road
Trip, I seized the chance to ask James
Lewis and Philip Serrell for a date. They
both suggested 1920s in the manner of
the 1870s, (figure 2, overleaf).

Sporting chance
Even the smallest antiques fairs are
worth a visit. I attended one close to my
Suffolk home and was, as ever, carrying
an old tennis racket. Provoked by the

Net Returns
One of the country’s leading experts on

tennis memorabilia, Gerald Gurney, looks back
on the last 50 years of collecting and reveals how he 

netted some of his finest pieces

Above. A selection of antique tennis rackets.

“I spend a lot of time bidding online 

at UK auction rooms. There is a limit 

to how much research you can do online. 

Antique Collecting is essential for filling 

in the gaps”

Simon Matthews

Antiques buyer

Snake Valley, Australia

UNRIVALLED EDITORIAL INTEGRITY

John Andrews, managing editor of Antique Collecting, is one of the foremost 

authorities on English furniture in the UK and hugely respected throughout

the industry. Having been involved in the antiques world for 50 years, he is

closely attuned to the needs of antique collectors. Since 1968, John has also

written the Antique Collecting’s annual investment guide, 

The Antique Furniture Price Index. 



Antique Collecting - About our readers

95% regularly buy antiques

45% spend between £500 and £5,000 on one-off purchases

“When it comes to collecting, our readers are among the best informed and 

knowledgeable in the world - from the UK and America to India and Israel”

64% regularly attend auctions – 

with 41% attending two to nine 

auctions each year

1% has spent more than 

£50,000 on an item 

during the last year

Mature and loyal readership: aged 55-plus with a large disposable income

Serious, qualified buyers and collectors

Source: Antique Collecting reader survey 

David Battie, 

BBC Antiques

Roadshow

We’re very social - with thousands of 

followers on Twitter and Facebook

Our website has all the latest news, making it a key

destination for antique collectors worldwide

“If I had to recomend one 

antiques magazine to 

the general collector 

it would be 

Antique Collecting”

www.antique-collecting.co.uk



ADVERTISING RATE CARD

Since its first issue in 1966, Antique Collecting has 

remained the quintessential British publication for 

serious collectors and enthusiasts. Written by experts,

the articles offer invaluable advice and information on a

wide range of antiques and decorative objects. Some of

the many subjects covered include: furniture, pictures,

(oils, watercolours and prints), ceramics, glass, clocks, 

silver, folk art and collectors’ items.

Each issue includes details of forthcoming auctions and

fairs, sale results, and exhibition news. Antique 

Collecting is available worldwide only by subscription; 

no comparable publication can be found 

on newsagents’ shelves.

Rates (per insertion) (exc. VAT)

Front cover £1,250

Inside front/back cover £1,125

Back cover £1,155

Full page £870

Half page £690

Quarter page £390

Requirements

Please supply advertisements either as a PDF or

JPEG file (we will also accept transparencies and

high quality photographs to scan).

For full page bleed advertisement we require all text

to be at least 12mm from the trim area (trim size 297

x 210mm), text area for full page bleed is 273 x

186mm.

Copy should be in the publisher’s hands four weeks

prior to going to press. Whilst every effort will be

made to accommodate late copy, proofs cannot be

promised.

Sizes

Full Page 254mm x 178mm

Full Page with Bleed 303mm x 216mm

Half Page Vertical 254mm x 87mm

Half Page Horizontal 124mm x 178mm

Quarter Page Vertical 124mm x 87mm

Quarter Page Horizontal 61mm x 178mm

Eighth Page 61mm x 87mm

Contact

Paul Cawthorn

Antique Collecting, Sandy Lane, Old Martlesham, 

Woodbridge, Suffolk, IP12 4SD

Tel: 01394 389956

Mob: 07825 226116

Email: paul.cawthorn@antique-acc.com 
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Above: A Measham Bargeware large
double-spouted teapot and cover to
commemorate Victoria’s golden
jubilee, dated 1887, estimated at
£1,000-1,500

Far left: A silver model of Queen
Victoria, by J. E. London 1889,
estimated at £800-1,200

Centre:  A Wemyss pottery Queen
Victoria commemorative goblet,
estimated £100-150

Left:  A Burmantofts pottery Queen
Victoria commemorative jardinière on
stand, estimated at £500-800

The avid collector

Lord Boston of Faversham, who died in 2011, aged 81, was a
barrister, broadcaster, and MP in two Labour governments before
being elevated to the Upper House, where he chaired the debate
in 1999 on the exclusion of all but 92 hereditary peers.

Terence George Boston was born on March 21 1930 and
educated at Woolwich Polytechnic before going on to lead an
illustrious life in a myriad of roles. After National Service in the
RAF, and completing a law degree, he joined the BBC where he
produced current affairs programmes. 

Though he was called to the bar in 1960, it was in the 

arena of politics that he was to really make his name. Having
been an active member of the Labour party since the age of
16, he won the 1964 Faversham by-election only months
before Labour came to power under Harold Wilson.

Boston was created a life peer on Wilson’s resignation from
government in 1976, and after spending ten years as chairman
of a broadcasting company, he returned to Westminster where
he served as Deputy Speaker until 2011.

Unknown to many, Lord and Lady Boston held a deep and
abiding interest in Queen Victoria, and were avid collectors of
memorabilia associated with the monarch. 

Royal Affair
One of the UK’s biggest collections of Queen Victoria memorabilia,

amassed by one of her most ardent admirers, goes up for sale this month

UNBEKNOWN TO MANY,  THE eminent
barrister, broadcaster and MP, Lord Boston
of Faversham, who died in 2011, was also an
avid gatherer of Queen Victoria memorabilia.
Later this month Tennants in north Yorkshire
will put more than 300 lots from his
collection – including interesting and
historical items that either directly relate to
Queen Victoria, or were produced during
her reign – under the hammer.

Items include models of the queen in
ceramic and silver, Prince Albert memorabilia,
commemorative teapots, Parian busts,
ephemera and even a post-box. 

Tennants’ director Jane Tennant, said:
“Among the lots will be a range of estimates
from £50 to £5,000 and as single-owner collec -
tions of this quality and quantity do not come
around often, it is a sale not to be missed.”

Queen Victoria wanted her image to be
seen by the people, and in the age which

spawned the beginnings of mass production, it
was readily disseminated. Popular portraits of
the queen were used, and reproduced with
differing degrees of skill. In particular transfer
printed ceramics were very popular; a huge
range of plates, jugs and mugs were produced
and the latter were often commissioned by
towns, with dedications bearing their name. 

The major events throughout the
queen’s reign were all commemorated
including her accession and coronation,
marriage, and later golden and diamond
jubilees (Queen Victoria and Queen
Elizabeth II are the only two monarchs to
reach their 60th anniversaries). Although it is
curious to note that in an age fascinated with
death, very little commemorative ware was
produced for Queen Victoria’s own death.

The collection also boasts a good
selection of items relating to Victoria’s
golden jubilee. The 50th anniversary of her

coronation was met with unprecedented
pageantry. It was partly a political exercise to
promote the queen after her 25-year
seclusion following the death of Albert, with
a grand celebratory pageant taking place in
London, with attendants from across the
empire. A vast array of commemorative
ware was produced, for all sectors of society. 

The Boston of Faversham collection of Queen
Victoria memorabilia goes on sale, as part of
Tennants’ country house sale, on April 25. 


